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Guatemala

We drifted upriver in a small wooden boat, heavily laden, our bikes and bags heaped over the bow. Far beyond 
where the last muddy road had withered and vanished, far beyond any lingering sense of  bearing, the El Peten 
jungle drew us irresistibly along, through labyrinths of  shadow and silence. Somewhere way out there lay 
Guatemala, and somewhere even farther out there stood the nearest outpost from which we could continue 
overland. For a long time we stared, into a gentle stirring of  deep black water, while a host of  wild visions flooded 
into my mind. Of  whole villages rounded up and gunned down. Of  ancient temples held deep in the jungle 
like secrets. The exhuming of  mass graves. Darkened cities huddled below mountains of  fire. Millions living in 
crushing poverty...

I exchanged glances with the elderly Guatemalan who was on his way home and had agreed to bring us. He 
smiled sweetly, and I felt surprise at the tenderness in his eyes, the honesty in his hands. Knowing something 
of  the hardship his people have endured, he was, somehow, not what we had expected. But then, what had we 
expected? Someone unknowable? Someone shattered from the inside-out? Someone who resented us? We really 
couldn’t say, and how could we possibly know? Central America, with all its attendant wonders and horrors, 
loomed well beyond the spheres of  our experience; beyond the grasp of  our imaginations; and even now, with all 
of  these stories, places and people so close at hand, they seemed as remote to us as ever before, as though some 
aspect of  the place were forever retreating, deeper into the jungle, by whatever distance we approached.

We paid our respects to the jungle- dark, vast and very much alive. For the first time since leaving home, we really 
had no idea where we were going.

The early history of  post-Columbian Guatemala is familiar and straightforward. For 400 years the native 
populations (in this case the Maya) were denied basic rights and evicted from their land, while those in power 
plundered the country. Then, in 1944, it looked as though Guatemala might turn the corner. A peaceful 
revolution brought democratic elections and a popular new leader, schoolteacher Juan Jose Arevalo, who 
promised broad social reform and a program of  land redistribution. Arevalo dared to challenge the U.S.-owned 
United Fruit Company (now Chiquita Banana), which, through the favor of  previous dictators, had gathered 
ownership over an astounding 42% of  the country. A small portion of  uncultivated land was expropriated, and 
United Fruit was paid as compensation the value of  the land that it had stated on tax returns (a mere fraction 
of  the real value). Anxious to protect American interests in Guatemala, and acting under the pretext of  a ‘rising 
Communist threat’, the United States devised a coup to overthrow the elected government, bringing an end to 
the only 10 years of  democracy and tranquility Guatemala had ever known. A new succession of  U.S.-backed 
dictators reinforced the status quo, and as domestic resistance steadily grew, so too did military repression. By 
1962 guerrilla groups had begun to form among the disenfranchised Maya, setting the stage for the bloodiest civil 
war in Central American history. The government unleashed a violent campaign of  genocide, aimed not only 
against the guerrillas themselves, but against any real, potential, or imagined supporters. During the worst years 
of  violence, the ‘Scorched Earth’ campaigns of  the early 1980’s, military Death Squads roamed the countryside, 
killing, torturing, and burning villages in an effort to flush out a handful of  guerrillas. Steps toward reconciliation 
led to a 1996 peace accord, free elections, and a formal apology from the United States; but not before 250,000 
mostly poor civilians were either known dead or missing, and 440 villages had been completely wiped off  the 
map.  Tension in the country is palpable. The Mayan and Latino populations have all but shut themselves off  
from each other, and United Nations Jeeps patrol the countryside, monitoring the first tentative peace in over a 
generation.
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It is hard to imagine, when you know you are standing right in the middle of  it, how a city of  colossal temples could 
hide itself  so skillfully.  But then, the ancient Mayan city of  Tikal is no ordinary city.  You find yourself  wandering here 
and there, through lonely depths of  drifting fog and endless tangled jungle, and for the longest time, it seems as though 
there is really nothing out there at all.  But then you are drawn toward a darkness in the mist, and you stumble upon the 
base of  a massive stone edifice, the full scale of  which you cannot yet begin to appreciate.  You discover a stair, and you 
start to climb.

The view broadens as you rise above the jungle canopy, and in startling Jack-and-the-Bean-Stock fashion you find 
yourself  in a completely different world, silent and expansive, standing now, on the shoulders of  a giant.  Others brood 
peacefully in the distance.  Were it not for the hideous woman who greeted us as we arrived...
“I thought the view was gonna be better.  Didn’t you think the view was gonna be better?  I thought the view was gonna be better.  
Christ, do you think this fog’s gonna clear?”
...we’d have been completely spellbound.

Our Eurocentric view of  history tends to discount the achievements of  other cultures, but while Europe was busy 
stumbling through the Dark Ages, the Maya were busy mapping the heavens, developing a sophisticated calendar, 
becoming masters of  mathematics, and constructing elaborate cities of  superior technique and planning.  The living city 
of  Tikal has long since faded, deserted 1000 years ago as a result of  some unknown calamity, and these temples are all 
that remain- hosts now, to a dark, living jungle. That they have stood through it all, with stoic indifference, lends them 
an air of  timeless purpose which is not necessarily an illusion. At certain times of  the year- the equinoxes, for example- 
their shadows are cast in a series of  precise alignments, and other celestial correspondences have been discovered as 
well-  with the movements of  Venus and the Moon in particular.  Together, the whole complex is believed to constitute 
a 5000 year-old working calendar, which apparently differs from our own by only seven minutes.

After sitting up there for a while, enjoying the view and calmly reflecting upon all of  this, you may witness another of  
Tikal’s heroic sights.  From somewhere below, woeful sobs and panting draw your attention.  A hand appears, fumbling 
back and forth across the top stair.  Your interest piqued, you lean forward (and here is a sight that rouses shock and 
raised eyebrows nearly every time), and a big, flabby body dressed in a safari suit rolls over the edge, scuffed and sweaty 
and trembling uncontrollably.  

We empathize.  We really do.  Even the most hopelessly out-of-shape and fearful-of-heights can have their judgment 
clouded.  Watching others climb, every childhood instinct tells you that it looks irresistibly fun.  Besides, they aren’t that 
tall.  And wouldn’t you look fine bounding to the summit in your brand-new safari suit!  You have to climb them, so off  
you go.  Only after it’s far too late do you discover, with dimwitted surprise, that they are in fact very tall, very steep, that 
some of  the ledges can get quite narrow, and, if  you are so inclined, this is where your confidence starts to bottom-out.  
In any other country you would find warnings posted, a rope to hang on to, crash pads, a cherry picker for the gravely 
hysterical...  But this is Guatemala.  It’s easier for everyone else if  you just fall off.

Impressive as Tikal is in the harsh light of  day, to cement your admiration for it once and for all, you need only to sleep 
there, and take-in the rising and setting sun. We ventured up a pyramid in the late afternoon, where a cheerfully blissed-
out group of  a dozen or so others had gathered for the same reason, and took a seat facing west.  It had been a full day, 
with a lot to reflect upon.  So many questions about Tikal remain unanswered.  What were the circumstances of  its 
abandonment? Why have almost no human remains been found here? Why was nothing like it ever built again? And 
why are today’s living Maya as clueless about these questions as we are? We scanned the horizon, moving from one 
temple to the next, searching for clues; for a glimpse of  some secret quietly revealed. We recalled their orientation with 
the heavens and knew, that in some way unapparent to us, they were continuing unabated in their task of  recording 
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time- now, as before, as forever.

The jungle, anticipating nightfall, began to buzz with a primeval excitement.  Over the opposite horizon, the Moon was 
already on the rise; and in the golden end of  day, the temples blazed with an unexpected, rosy vitality.  It felt as though 
we were witnessing the precise moment when the complex as a whole came to life once again-  an astrological device, 
a religious icon, a thing of  immeasurable beauty; an artifact highlighting the full range of  Mayan achievements and a 
synthesis of  their cosmic vision...

Every one of  us sat completely transfixed.  A swell of  “oooooooh”s and “woooooow”s drew out in unison; and as the 
sun slipped away like a disappearing tide, a profound silence fell over us, then over the jungle, and then over the grand 
temples of  Tikal.

Boots mounted the stair before us, and the silhouette of  a man with a shotgun appeared, blocking the last lingering 
evidence of  a sunset.  Being taken by surprise by men with guns whose motives were not entirely clear would soon 
become a minor theme in our Central American adventure, and we can tell you this:  no one can put the brakes on a 
tender moment faster than the Guatemalan military, who herded us off  the temple with a delicacy only they posses. 
“VAMOS!!”

********************

Imagine, if  you will, one of  the more fanciful renderings of  Hell from the 13th, 14th, or 15th centuries; those depicting 
the members of  a wretched, naked humanity, squirming over each other, torturing each other, and finally devouring 
each other amid ashen, smoldering ruins. Now imagine that somehow you’ve arrived in the middle of  this scene, quite 
unexpectedly, luggage in hand. A visit to Guatemala City isn’t this exactly... but it’s close.

The city center is divided along lines of  affluence into two principal areas: the Zona 1, an urban slum of  exceptional 
filth, destitution and sadness; and the ineptly named Zona Viva (lively Zone), where Guatemala’s elite classes live and 
work behind fortifications of  concrete, barbed wire and armed police. These are the nice parts of  town. The rest is 
as frightening a case of  impoverishment, overcrowding, urban decay, and general hopelessness as one could possibly 
imagine. To say that plunging into this mess on a bicycle can be intimidating is an understatement of  the greatest 
magnitude, and once we realized this, we scaled down our sight-seeing itinerary to something a bit more realistic: 
getting in and getting out, as fast as we could, without being bundled into an alley or flattened by a bus. 

There are certain looks we get everywhere we go. Looks that say, for example, “Hey, check-out those two stupid 
gringos!” or simply, “Hey, stupid gringos!”. Uncharitable as these may seem, they are almost always well-intentioned, 
and in what looks to be a potentially threatening situation, they are deeply reassuring. But Guatemala City was 
dominated by looks of  a different sort. There was a dark concern in many peoples faces. A concern that said, “Oh no- 
you poor stupid gringos!” and, “You stupid gringos are in danger!” We quickened our pace and feigned intimidating 
body language- an aggressive posture, icy glares, a petulant sneer- a look intended to say, “Back off  muchacho- don’t 
make me have to seriously kick your ass”. Anyone who knows us would agree, that our powers in this regard are 
formidable (certainly enough to instantly terrorize a kindergarten classroom), but Guatemala City’s crumbling avenues 
were lined with characters whose every fiber growled, “You can’t run stupid gringo, and I can see right through your 
flimsy posturing- you’re all mine...” 

A few people hurled insults. Somebody else threw rocks. We shifted into run-for-your-lives mode and resolved not to 
stop. We punctured a tire, but just kept on going, riding on the rim. When we finally arrived in Zona 1 and came upon a 
sturdy looking hotel- heavy steel door, bars over the windows, thick masonry walls- it was among the happiest moments 
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of  our whole trip. 

That night, we were lulled to sleep by competing rancho music turned to full volume, the ceaseless wail of  car alarms, 
and drunken screaming. After a few months in Latin America, one begins to develop a tolerance for such things, 
but this is a country where detonating explosives in the street at all hours of  the night (often directly below our hotel 
window), may be the closest thing there is to a national pastime. The Guatemalans, it seems, just can’t leave themselves 
alone. It’s not that we weren’t enjoying ourselves, but as we lay there, cowering in the darkness, we felt quite satisfied 
that we’d seen everything we needed to, and decided to leave town first thing in the morning, on a bus.

In a country famous for thievery, there is no single place as notorious- no place as comically legendary- for getting 
ripped-off, as Guatemala City’s Central Bus Terminal. Just standing at the margins strikes fear deep into your 
imagination, because you know full well that somewhere out there; in the sea of  chaos closing around on every side; 
in the rivers of  humanity brushing against you; in the thousands of  eyes flashing and disappearing; certain people have 
spotted you, and are already making maneuvers to relieve you of  everything. 

We worked together, staying close, covering our backs, always moving. Sick and wearied busses plowed carelessly past, 
roaring and rattling and coughing-up oily huffs of  exhaust. Someone directed us toward one just out of  reach, and two 
others began yelling that we had to get our bikes on top, “Rapido!, Rapido!”

Time passes in one of  two ways in Latin America. You find yourself  either in an impossible rush because everything 
needs to be done Rapido!, Rapido!, or you sit and wile away the days in Mañana Land, waiting for something 
to happen. Half  of  these busses will break down out on the highway. There, everyone will sit patiently for hours 
(sometimes for a whole day), while the driver tinkers away, until such a time as the engine is magically revived, and 
then it’s Rapido!, Rapido! all over again. Here in the terminal, it is always Rapido!, Rapido!, Rapido!, Rapido!

“RAPIDO GRINGOS, RAPIDO!!” 
From this point on is a bit of  a haze. We panicked, and began furiously stripping our bikes down. I remember struggling 
to gather everything into my chest, thinking all the while that I had a good eye on everyone around me. As I remember 
it, this had only taken a few seconds. But when I looked up again, and turned full around... The bus was gone. Maggie 
was gone. And my bike...
...was gone.

Two visions roared into my mind. Several days earlier, on the long road from Tikal, we came upon a bus that had 
stopped to pickup roadside passengers. A fellow Gringo traveler, who had no-doubt been instructed to lift his backpack 
onto the roof, “Rapido!, Rapido!”, hadn’t been given time to get on himself, and was now running down the highway 
in a panic (the poor bastard), watching his belongings accelerate swiftly away without him. The second came from a 
newspaper article we had read only the day before. A bus full of  Japanese tourists had been pulled over by bandits, in 
the middle of  the night, on a secondary road not far from Tikal. The bandits took everything- luggage, shoes, clothes... 
they even took the bus, and left the whole group standing naked by the side of  the road, in the dark, in the middle of  
absolutely nowhere. The lesson here is painfully obvious, though one I was only now beginning to fully appreciate: 
Bussing in Guatemala is perilous misadventure.

I lunged into the crowd, inciting shouting and hostility. Somebody got very angry, and pushed me back hard. I 
remember being jostled several more times and dropping a bag, but then glimpsing Maggie on the roof  of  the bus, 
which was now stationary, and not far ahead. As I ran, I saw a man on a bike- my bike!- taking a joyride through the 
terminal. He seemed to be having a fantastic time- laughing and waving- and after completing a wide circle, was now 
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headed straight for me. I seized the handlebars with a shout (causing him great offense), and after quickly securing 
everything to the roof, we hurried on board. What just a moment before had been every traveler’s worst nightmare, 
was now, it seemed, suddenly fine. There was a pounding at our window. It was the same man, now thoroughly pissed 
off. Apparently, he felt he had done a good deal to help us, and was now demanding a tip. Mercifully, our bus lurched 
forward, shuddered through the terminal and into the street, then turned onto a highway where it picked-up speed, and 
delivered us far, far away from Guatemala City.

We never once looked back.

Honduras

The oldest villages in the country lie tucked in the mountains of  southern Honduras, and to visit these is to step back 
in time.  A single road makes it possible to venture here, but beyond the town of  Gracias conditions are impassable for 
most vehicles, so few ever do.  If  you were to venture beyond Gracias, you would find, at the edge of  a dark pine forest, 
the tiny highland village of  San Juan.  You won’t find much in San Juan.  An old country church and a bundle of  small 
houses, all in the Spanish colonial tradition, all smoothed and relaxed by the passage of  centuries.  Elderly faces pass 
along cobbled streets, some with horses, some with wooden carts, always with a nod and a smile, and everything is 
suffused with a mellow air of  timelessness.  It seems as though for the last 300 years, everything in San Juan has stayed 
exactly the same, and nothing different has ever happened.  And then we showed up.  I do believe the good people of  
San Juan had never seen anything like us before; gathering to watch from across the road, with whispers and murmurs 
and endless speculation.  We were used to this now-  that moment of  stunned fascination, where the overwhelming 
novelty of  our appearance temporarily disguises the fact that we are, like them, fellow human beings.  Normally one of  
us would have wandered over to say hello, but we were tired and hungry, and for the moment, we were happy just to 
watch them as they watched us, apparently fascinated to see us peeling our bananas.

Among the essential differences between us and them, is the way their lives are composed of  direct and intimate 
relationships, while ours have a tendency to be impersonal and abstract.  They have their families, their neighbors, 
friends in nearby villages, their farms, a horse or two, and the surrounding wilderness.  They spend their whole lives in 
this limited company, and in a world of  great hardship and few diversions, all are brought irrevocably together through 
bonds of  necessity, respect, and love.  In contrast, we live in a world of  a million complete strangers, where powerful 
distractions distort even our dearest relationships with friends and family.  A poignant example is the way old people in 
our society, even those with relatives in the same city, often live and die alone- something most Latin Americans would 
find unthinkable.  Likewise, our world has achieved such levels of  abstraction that we now watch others ‘live from the 
land’ and consider it entertainment (Pioneer Quest, a full-season television show featuring two couples struggling to 
survive in the wilderness of  northern Manitoba, was the most-watched documentary in Canadian history).  We have 
become masters of  financial charts, digital code, and global communication, but what intimacy, if  any, do we still share 
with the world at large?

To imagine that by coming here with bicycles and a tent we may see something of  the world through their eyes is, of  
course, folly.  Their closeness to it is life-or-death, at the raw edge of  survival, and beyond their control.  Ours is entirely 
a thing of  our own design, blending a modern desire to ‘know the world’ with a traditional idea of  ‘living close to the 
land’.  Certainly nothing approaching the raw edge of  survival.  Certainly, in many ways, still completely abstract.  
Nonetheless, through our own peculiar, self-imposed struggle, we are brought into close contact with their world.  
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There we find beauty, wonder, ugliness, hardship, sometimes fear, above all respect, and the inspiration to continue on 
our journey.  At its very best, we experience a feeling of  grace associated with living in it this closely.  We sometimes 
ask ourselves, Would these people share in our sentimentality?  Or, given our considerable differences, Would they 
experience anything-  a sunset for example, or sleeping out of  doors-  in the same way that we do?  Similarly, they 
always ask us,  “Where are your children?”, “Why have you left your families for so long?”, “Why are you doing this?”  
These are not unusual questions (my Mother asks them all the time), but coming from them, they have a different 
purpose.  Our worlds are crucibles of  mystery to one another, and these encounters are such fascinating points of  
discovery for us all.  We passed a smile across the road, and right away, the whole town beamed in return.

The rest of  Honduras is armed to the teeth.  Never before have we seen so many guns.  And not just the shotguns and 
side arms one finds everywhere in Latin America, but automatic assault weapons and related heavy artillery-  the 
preferred choices of  Rambo, Terminator, and the like.  You find yourself  gingerly tiptoeing past edgy security guards 
and nervous police, ducking lines of  fire, careful not to startle anyone for fear that a poorly timed sneeze could result 
in your head being accidentally blown clean off  your shoulders.  One night, at the hotel we were staying in, there was a 
sudden blackout.  Short power failures are common in Honduras, so we just sat in our room, waiting patiently, when all 
at once there came a startling  KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK! at the door.  I fumbled with the lock and strained to see who 
was there.  From the darkness emerged a stubby machine gun, complete with fingers on the trigger, pointed squarely in 
my direction.  Well then, I guess this was going to be it.  

It had been a great trip.  So many wonderful places and people.  Really, really great.  And that we had made it this far 
without incident was remarkable too.  Many times I’d considered the different ways that such an adventure could end 
unexpectedly-  illness, robbery, a bad accident-  though I must confess that a seedy Honduran hotel and a hail of  bullets 
was not an image that had ever crossed my mind.  Funny how things can go, I thought.  I felt my muscles relaxing.  I 
was, I do believe, only a half  second away from soiling myself... 

Which is why I am so grateful that a smile appeared; and a hand as well, passing me a candle; and a “Buenas Noches”; 
and that whoever it was turned and left; and that I never saw him again.

********************

When you’re camping, context is everything.  Not just because you long to hear a loon call, or desire the company of  
a trickling brook, but because you’re dirty and you smell bad, and you’re scraping peanut butter from a jar with your 
fingers (all well and fine in the woods); and because when you find yourself  settling into yet another gas station service 
pit for the night while strangers gather and stare, it’s hard to feel convincing.  Somewhere, you’ve crossed a line.  You 
used to be camping.  Now you’re a homeless bum with a tent.

You probably didn’t even take notice, it happened in such small, harmless degrees.  But when you start to look back, 
you can see yourself  faltering, out there on the long, slippery slope.  There was the time you found, “The perfect camping 
spot!”-  a tiny lot shared by two donkeys, who snorted and urinated in protest, next to your tent, all through the night, 
while you slept like a baby.  There was the moment your dining habits turned decisively medieval, after struggling for a 
very long time (and failing) to find a dignified way to gorge from the same blackened, dented pot every meal of  every 
day.  There was the moment people first started looking at you with wide-eyed surprise, your cycling tights having 
worn so droopy and thin that they now resembled a cross between dirty diapers and X-rated lingerie.  There was the 
moment you abandoned discretion when relieving yourself  roadside, not bothering to get off  the road at all, nor feeling 
particularly bothered by the ensuing attention.  It’s the way so many aspects of  your day-to-day living, without the 
company of  civilization to hold you back, have devolved into savage theater.  Could you have foreseen it yourself, as 
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you packed your bags with enthusiasm nearly one year ago, you may have shrieked with horror, torched your camping 
gear, and canceled everything.  But now you’re completely at ease with all this, and that’s the most unsettling thing 
about it.  Suffice it to say that we do sometimes worry about returning home, and have been working hard to relearn a 
few social graces before the time comes.


